


Judaism for the 

Post-Modern Era The coming of the year 2000 on what is essentially the Christian

calendar is seemingly not an event that should be of great signi

ficance to the Jewish people. No one has yet informed me of an im

pressive gematria for the number 5760 or a hidden abbreviation in the 

letters t,"\!Jn that would render this date significant in our traditional 

numerological or word-play traditions. Nevertheless, because we Jews 

for some time now have been reckoning our history, if not our litur

gical lives, by this calendar- since the beginning of Wissenschaji des 

]11dentums we have spoken of Jewry in thirteenth-century Spain, in 

sixteenth-century Turkey, and so forth- many a history-conscious 

Jew will breathe a great sigh of relief when this twentieth century is 

over. Surely it is deserving of a □vn 111:i or perhaps even a 111:i 

1J>nnv that we will have reached an end to that century of upheaval, 

tragedy, and transformation unparalleled by any since that with 

which this Christian era began, and that we find that there still is a 

Jewish people-vital, unoppressed, and committed to its future

here to thank God for having survived this century. 

What shall we say of the Jewish people as it enters this third mil

lenium of what we shall generously call the Common Era (gener

ously so as not to remind our Christian neighbors that the legacy of 

Christian imperialism extends even to our reckoning of time itself)? 

We can begin by saying how divided Jewry is: between Orthodox 

and heterodox, between Israeli and diaspora, and along various lesser 

fault-lines as well. We can begin in good Jewish fashion by bemoan

ing our fate, by saying how the Jewish people, though indeed alive, 

is very nearly ,dying yet again, this time from assimilatory pressures 

rather than from persecution. Let us all rise and recite the intermar-
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